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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about the provisioning of Cisco VM-FEX
DirectPath I/O mode are true?
(Choose two.)
A. To use Cisco VM-FEX DirectPath I/O mode, a virtual machine
must have a dynamic vNIC and two static vNICs on the VIC
adapter.
B. VMDirectPath mode prevents the use of VMware vMotion.
C. VM-FEX standard mode is the same as VM-FEX high-performance
mode.
D. The VT-D feature on the ESX host server must be disabled
before you can enable
VMDirectPath.

E. Enabling high performance turns on VMDirectPath mode.
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/data-centervirtualization/unifiedcomputing/vm_fex_best_practices_deploymen
t_guide.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Gamma change is processed by (), histogram equalization is
processed by (), and mean filtering is processed by (). (Single
choice)
A. Local processing, point processing, overall processing
B. Overall processing, point processing, local processing
C. Point processing, local processing. Overall handling
D. Point processing. Overall processing, partial processing
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer configures a network discovery policy on Cisco FMC.
Upon configuration, it is noticed that excessive and misleading
events filing the database and overloading the Cisco FMC. A
monitored NAT device is executing multiple updates of its
operating system in a short period of time. What configuration
change must be made to alleviate this issue?
A. Leave default networks.
B. Change the method to TCP/SYN.
C. Increase the number of entries on the NAT device.
D. Exclude load balancers and NAT devices.
Answer: D
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